
In Memoriam

�This� listing�contains�names� received�

by� the� membership� office� since� the�

�September�2006�issue.�A�cumulative�list�

for�the�academic�year�2006–07�appears�

at�the�MLA�Web�site�(www�.mla�.org/in_

memoriam).

M.�Patricia�O’Connor�Anderson,�Santa�Monica�College,�California,�1�September�2005
Norwood�Andrews,�Jr.,�Texas�Tech�University,�22�April�2005
Jill�Barnum,�University�of�Minnesota,�Twin�Cities,�3�October�2006
Betty�T.�Bennett,�American�University,�12�August�2006
Carl�Douglas�Bennett,�Saint�Andrews�Presbyterian�College,�30�August�2006
Werner�William�Beyer,�Butler�University,�29�March�2006
John�W.�Bicknell,�Drew�University,�14�January�2006
Konrad�F.�Bieber,�Stony�Brook�University,�State�University�of�New�York,�8�March�2006
Neil�F.�Brennan,�Villanova�University,�4�February�2006
Joachim�Bruhn,�University�of�Michigan,�Dearborn,�12�December�2005
Kenneth�W.�Cameron,�Trinity�College,�Connecticut,�8�February�2006
Paul�H.�Chapman,�Mount�Union�College,�28�January�2006
Patricia�Cirtain�Conley,�West�Tennessee�State�Community�College,�10�September�2006
Marsha�Z.�Cummins,�Bronx�Community�College,�City�University�of�New�York,�

8�October�2005
Carvel�de�Bussy,�University�of�the�District�of�Columbia,�29�May�2006
Eugenia�Caroline�DeLamotte,�Arizona�State�University,�Tempe,�22�August�2005
Sister�Rose�Bernard�Donna,�CSJ,�College�of�Saint�Rose,�4�October�2006
Charles�W.�Dunn,�Harvard�University,�24�July�2006
Edward�Dvoretzky,�University�of�Iowa,�23�November�2005
Erhardt�H.�Essig,�Concordia�Senior�College,�3�April�2006
V.�Cabell�Flanagan,�Department�of�Collections,�City�of�Philadelphia,�6�February�2005
W.�Todd�Furniss,�Green�Valley,�Arizona,�26�January�2006
Hanna�M.�K.�Geldrich-Leffman,�Loyola�College,�6�August�2006
Frank�S.�Giese,�Portland,�Oregon,�6�August�2006
Marguerite�V.�Hall,�California�State�University,�Northridge,�27�September�2006
Robert�H.�Henigan,�Missouri�State�University,�8�November�2006
Robin�P.�Hoople,�University�of�Manitoba,�28�June�2006
Nicholas�G.�Howe,�University�of�California,�Berkeley,�27�September�2006
Robert�J.�Hudson,�Tennessee�State�University,�Downtown�Campus,�11�June�2006
Edward�A.�Johnson,�Saint�John’s�University,�New�York,�2�September�2006
Robert�E.�Jones,�Massachusetts�Institute�of�Technology,�3�June�2006
Martin�Kallich,�Northern�Illinois�University,�30�March�2006
Eli�Katz,�Sonoma�State�University,�22�July�2006
Thomas�McR.�Kreider,�Berea�College,�28�July�2006
J.�Patrick�Lee,�Barry�University,�29�July�2006
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New from Palgrave Macmillan
SHAKESPEAREAN TRAGEDY
Fourth Edition
A.C. Bradley
Introduction by Robert Shaughnessy
“The introduction is outstanding, everything
one could wish it to be. Shaughnessy helps
us properly to understand the nature of
Bradley's project and his astonishing 
influence.”—Peter Holland, University of
Notre Dame
Feb 2007 / 496 pp.
0-230-00188-2 / $79.95 cl.
0-230-00189-0 / $26.95 pb.

STUDYING SHAKESPEARE 
ON FILM
Maurice Hindle
“…a storehouse of pedagogical resources and
interpretive riches. At once encyclopedic in
scope and finely textured in detail, this 
cinematically literate volume takes
Shakespeare films seriously as films. It deftly
shows students the way to do the same.”
—Richard Rambuss, Emory University
Feb 2007 / 272 pp.
1-4039-0673-4 / $76.95 cl.
1-4039-0672-6 / $25.95 pb.

MADNESS IN SEVENTEENTH-
CENTURY AUTOBIOGRAPHY
Katharine Hodgkin
This book discusses the accounts left by
many early modern writers of their spiritual
sufferings and convictions which deal in
extremes of emotion and behavior—some
identified by their contemporaries as mad, to
be treated with medication, counseling, and
confinement.
Feb 2007 / 256 pp.
1-4039-1765-5 / $68.00 cl.

LITERATURE AND CULTURAL
CRITICISM IN THE 1950'S
Women, Angry Young Men and 
the New Left
Susan Brook
Susan Brook argues that the history of Left
literary and cultural criticism in Britain is
characterized by a systematic failure to 
recognize the way it has been shaped by
issues of gender, and that it has been marked
by a history of romanticizing the feeling
male body and excluding the "inauthentic"
feminine.
Feb 2007 / 240 pp.
1-4039-4106-8 / $65.00 cl.

JACK KEROUAC AND THE
LITERARY IMAGINATION
Nancy M. Grace
Jack Kerouac and the Literary Imagination
explores Kerouac's fiction, poetry, religious
writing, private journals, and correspondence
as literary texts revealing his aesthetic vision
for American belle letters—one embracing
the confessional, rhapsodic, sermonic,
and comic.
288 pp. / 1-4039-6850-0 / $69.95 cl.

THE MEASURE FOR MEASURE
Stuart Hampton-Reeves
This introductory guide to the play offers 
a scene-by-scene theatrically aware 
commentary, contextual documents, a brief
history of the text and first performance,
studies of outstanding and influential 
performances, a survey of film and TV 
adaptation, a wide sampling of critical 
opinion and annotated further reading.
Shakespeare Handbooks
March 2007 / 176 pp.
1-4039-4416-4 / $60.00 cl.
1-4039-4417-2 / $16.95 pb.

CITING SHAKESPEARE
The Reinterpretation of Race in
Contemporary Literature and Art
Peter Erickson
Focusing on Shakespeare and race, this 
book addresses the status of Othello in our
culture. Erickson shows that contemporary
writers' revisions of Shakespeare can have a
political impact on our vision of America.
March 2007 / 224 pp.
1-4039-7054-8 / $65.00 cl.
1-4039-7055-6 / $22.95 pb.

GAMING LIVES IN THE 
TWENTY-FIRST CENTURY
Literate Connections
Edited by Cynthia L. Selfe and
Gail E. Hawisher
Foreword by James Paul Gee
Selfe and Hawisher explore the complexly
rendered relationship between computer
gaming environments and literacy 
development by focusing on the stories of
computer gamers in the United States at the
beginning of the twenty-first century.
March 2007 / 304 pp.
1-4039-7219-2 / $79.95 cl.
1-4039-7220-6 / $26.95 pb.

ARAB AMERICAN LITERARY
FICTIONS, CULTURES,
AND POLITICS
Steven Salaita
Using a mix of literary and social analysis,
Arab American Cultures, Politics, and Literary
Fictions examines a broad range of modern
Arab American literary fiction and illustrates
how numerous socio-political phenomena
have affected the development of the
Arab American novel.
American Literature Readings in the Twenty-
First Century
224 pp. / 1-4039-7620-1 / $65.00 cl.

PASSENGER TO TEHERAN
Vita Sackville-West
Introduction by Nigel Nicolson
"She pursues the good, the true and the
beautiful with relentless tenacity and a
charming style."—New York Times
April 2007 / 160 pp.
1-84511-343-8 / $14.95 pb.
Tauris Parke Paperbacks

IRIS MURDOCH
Hilda D. Spear
“Spear’s authoritative book combines
informed biography with the most coherent
overview of Murdoch’s work I have 
encountered, and with astute insights into
individual novels.”
—Peter Reed, University of Minnesota
Feb 2007 / 192 pp.
1-4039-8709-2 / $65.00 cl.
1-4039-8710-6 / $25.95 pb.

HOW TO WRITE FICTION 
(AND THINK ABOUT IT)
Robert Graham
This wide-ranging handbook is aimed at 
students who want to develop their fiction
writing skills. Imaginative and accessible, it is
clearly and innovatively structured around
the processes and techniques of developing
writing.
Feb 2007 / 240 pp.
1-4039-9314-9 / $68.00 cl.
1-4039-9315-7 / $22.95 pb.

WORDSMITHERY
The Writer's Craft and Practice
Jayne Steel
This workbook is aimed at committed writers
who want to engage with ideas about writing
and to develop their craft and practice.
Drawing on the expertise of a range of 
contributors, the focus is writing as process,
moving from practical guidance on form and
style through to using themes such as "body"
or "house" as a creative springboard.
Feb 2007 / 208 pp.
1-4039-9827-2 / $76.95 cl.
1-4039-9828-0 / $24.95 pb.

Distributor of Berg Publishers, I.B.Tauris, Manchester University Press, and Zed Books
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James�D.�Lester,�Austin�Peay�State�University,�10�January�
2006

Leon�Livingstone,�University�at�Buffalo,�State�University�
of�New�York,�29�September�2006

Robert�A.�MacDonald,�University�of�Richmond,�28�June�
2006

Paul�Andrew�Magnuson,�New�York�University,�
7�September�2006

Leo�Marcello,�McNeese�State�University,�30�March�2005
Timothy�McGovern,�University�of�California,�Santa�

Barbara,�9�October�2006
C.�David�Mead,�Michigan�State�University,�17�August�2005
Thomas�Edward�Moisan,�Saint�Louis�University,�30�July�

2006
Edith�Mroz,�Delaware�State�University,�9�March�2006
Marie�D.�Naudin,�University�of�Connecticut,�Storrs,�

25�October�2005
Howard�Nimchinsky,�Kingsborough�Community�College,�

City�University�of�New�York,�22�August�2006
Reginald�Henry�Phelps,�Harvard�University,�

28�September�2006
John�H.�Randall�III,�Boston�College,�7�February�2006
Raja�Rao,�University�of�Texas,�Austin,�8�July�2006

Walter�B.�Rideout,�University�of�Wisconsin,�Madison,�
8�April�2006

Lillian�S.�Robinson,�Concordia�University,�Sir�George�
Williams�Campus,�20�September�2006

Shaindy�Rudoff,�Bar-Ilan�University,�Israel,�10�June�2006
Harry�C.�Rutledge,�University�of�Tennessee,�Knoxville,�

28�April�2006
Gerardo�Sáenz,�University�of�Kentucky,�15�October�2005
Mary�T.�Segall,�Quinnipiac�University,�28�June�2006
Edward�Lawrence�Shaughnessy,�Butler�University,�

22�January�2005
Henry�Larkin�Terrie,�Jr.,�Dartmouth�College,�1�November�

2006
Robert�D.�Thornton,�State�University�of�New�York,�New�

Paltz,�24�October�2006
John�Foster�Tucker,�Jr.,�Wyncote,�Pennsylvania,�8�October�

2005
John�Andrews�Van�Eerde,�Lehigh�University,�8�January�

2006
James�R.�Vitelli,�Lafayette�College,�3�December�2006
Milton�Voigt,�University�of�Utah,�29�July�2006
Rachel�Webb-Williams,�City�College�of�San�Francisco,�

California,�9�September�2006
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